Modern british furniture design since 1945 (Read Only)

focusing on design ingenuity modern british furniture pinpoints the most inventive british designers and companies from 1945 to the present from early postwar pioneers such as ernest race robin day and robert heritage to iconoclastic figures such as peter murdoch william plunkett and max clendinning to today’s global superstars led by tom dixon ron arad and jasper morrison exploring the free spirited and resourceful character of british design this is a story of entrepreneurs who spearheaded their own companies lucian ercolani at ercol terence conran at habitat and rodney kinsman at omk among others and the creative alliances between impassioned individuals and enlightened manufacturers such as frank guille at kandy a the book also looks at collaborations with international companies and foreignborn designers such as el ultimo grito who have adopted the uk as their base and injected further variety and spice into british furniture design this book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before the content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to a modern audience includes biographies of designers and information on design tools in july 1941 the british government banned the independent design and manufacture of furniture for the next 10 years the only furniture produced in the uk was designed by the utility furniture advisory committee this study examines the ideas underpinning utility furniture placing it in the context of ideologies and design movements before and after the period bold british design sees the tastemakers at the epicenter of british interior design share their exclusive advice and inspiration for achieving a bold interior inspiring you to create your own original fearless home environment designers the world over are increasingly looking to british designers to combine heritage and history with wit and attitude interiors editor emilio pimentel reid and photographer sarah hogan have gained exclusive access to the
studios homes mood boards and archives of twenty top british creatives
with the interiors creating a visual conversation through the rooms of the
houses the authors reveal the history craftmanship key elements and
inspiration necessary for creating a modern personal and stylish interior
featuring the workspaces and relaxed family homes of artists including
furniture designer sebastian cox ceramicist hitomi hisono the celebrated
mini moderns team and antiques dealer guy tobin bold british design
shows how a new generation is breaking new ground in interior style and
decor furniture from british india and ceylon is divided into two sections
the introductory chapters provide contextual background and discuss
subjects such as the british response to things indian the domestic
interior and factors which shaped its appearance and the sources of
furniture amin jaffer provides a reconstruction of the complex furniture
trade between east and west offering new insights into the relationship
between european chinese and indian craftsmen which shed light on the
difficulty of correctly attributing colonial furniture the second section is
an extensive catalogue of two hundred pieces from the collections of the
victoria and albert museum and the peabody essex museum each piece
of furniture is illustrated often with more than one view and contextual
illustrations including many unusual and evocative images of domestic
interiors and craftsmen at work are provided throughout the book from
the birth of modern furniture to the furniture of the pop culture of 1985 a
great resource of mid century furniture and interiors british furniture
1820 to 1920 the luxury market is the major work in its field a stunning
achievement and a landmark publication the first book to properly assess
the work of british furniture makers through the 19th century among
them great names such as gillows maples hollands and morris co in over
600 pages all lavishly illustrated the author creates the new and
definitive work on this subject christopher payne a former director of
sotheby's is an independent furniture historian and well known author
who has appeared on the bbc antiques roadshow for over 30 years british
furniture 1820 to 1920 is the first book on the subject for several decades
and the only book ever published to span the century from 1820 through
to 1920 it creates a continuum to underline the importance of the late
recency style favoured by george iv moving through to the first two
decades of the 20th century with a host of ever changing styles and fashions Payne illustrates the importance of the revival styles and copies a fundamental part of the furniture trade that has often previously been ignored. Many of the makers' names are familiar to furniture collectors such as Gillows, Hollands, Collinson, Lock, Morris Co, and Maples. However, the importance of others such as Baldock, Blake, Trollope, Hindley, Wilkinson, Hamptons, or Lenyon, Morant is explained. British Furniture 1820 to 1920 is a landmark publication and arguably the first book to properly assess British furniture design through the whole of the Victorian era. It goes further than any book has attempted before by filling in important research, particularly for the latter half of the century. It shows that what is often termed simply and once pejoratively as Victorian is often of an earlier date, commencing in the revered Regency period of the 1820s. Christopher Payne considers each decade, adding important new research and building a huge archive of text and images. The book contains in excess of 1000 color photographs and an important compendium of makers' names and details. This is an inspired concept, the brainchild of an incurably inquisitive historian whose totally furniture design is a comprehensive guide and resource for students and furniture designers. As well as discussing pioneering contemporary and historical designs, it also provides substantive answers to designers' questions about function, materials, manufacture, and sustainability. Integrating guidance on all of these subjects, particularly material and manufacturing properties, in one accessible and structured volume, many leading contemporary furniture designers from around the world are included with case studies carefully selected to highlight the importance of both material and manufacture-led design processes. The book is also intended to provide an insight into furniture design for those considering a college education in product and industrial design. British Traditions and Interior Design gives readers an insight into the lifestyle and culture of the inhabitants of the British Isles. It takes the readers to historical palaces, mansions, manor houses, and apartments both in the country and in cities, celebrating the best design in Britain. This landmark book highlights the range of British creativity since the London Olympics of 1948, drawing on more than 350 of the
finest examples of british art architecture photography fashion textiles
furniture graphic design video games and product design british design
from 1948 is a comprehensive survey of more than 60 years of british
ingenuity jacket this book examines the furniture of newfoundland
labrador outports as a means for exploring regional culture it begins with
discussion of the influence of british irish regional furniture models on
newfoundland outport furniture design then describes furniture produced
in local workshops and by residents who were handy with woodworking
this is followed by chapters that review the furniture work of seven
makers the final chapters describe furniture and other items produced for
the outport house the kitchen the parlour dining room and the bedroom
rodney kinsman has been described as the leading british furniture
designer of his generation this book analyzes kinsman s design from the
early 1960s when he first emerged from art school to the present it also
offers a portrait of an entrepreneur employing numerous examples of
classic british design designing modern britain delves into the history of
british design culture and thereby tracks the evolution of the british
national identity in a single volume the new edition of this guide gives
comprehensive coverage of the developments within the fast changing
field of professional academic and vocational qualifications career fields
their professional and accrediting bodies levels of membership and
qualifications and is a one stop guide for careers advisors students and
parents it should also enable human resource managers to verify the
qualifications of potential employees the field of furniture history is
remarkable for its open and ready sharing of information and advice this
stems from the generous approach of some of the subject s pioneers
notably edward joy and is fostered by the vision and scholarship of peter
thornton and his gifted team in the department of furniture and
woodwork at the victoria and albert museum everything around us is
designed and the word design has become part of our everyday
experience but how much do we know about it fifty chairs that changed
the world imparts that knowledge listing the top 50 chairs that have
made a substantial impact in the world of british design today from
thonet s 1870 side chair to konstantin grcic s chair one each entry offers
a short appraisal to explore what has made their iconic status and the
designers that give them a special place in design history foundations of interior design 3rd edition offers a thorough update to this introduction to the creative technical and business aspects of the interior design profession by surveying design history the elements and principles of design professional practice and more susan slotkis provides a practical and comprehensive overview this new edition provides a wide range of examples of design in different styles and applications projects and applications designed by both individuals and as collaborative efforts locally and globally are featured from rural america to modern dubai the contribution of many interior designers those who work independently or as part of large firms is demonstrated in the choice of illustrations and case studies they represent a balance of small and large simple and complex and residential and contract from throughout the united states and abroad foundations of interior design studio study smarter with self quizzes featuring scored results and personalized study tips review concepts with flashcards of terms and definitions a reference work on furniture makers active in england between 1660 and 1840 it lists makers in alphabetical order recording biographical details commissions and information about signed or documented pieces together with full supporting references eleanor herring s unique study of street furniture in post war britain considers how objects which are now familiar parts of our urban environment were designed to populate public spaces herring explores the design of lampposts post boxes parking meters and signage in the context of a government backed by various bodies keen to propagate good modern design in a britain whose towns and cities had been laid waste by bombing and the privations of war she also considers the innate conservatism of local communities and councils wary of a standardised street design imposed from above she traces how the design of street furniture became the site of a fierce struggle which exposed deep seated anxieties about class taste and power herring s original research draws on archival material and on interviews with leading figures in urban design including graphic designer margaret calvert and industrial designer kenneth grange fashion changes at a rate of knots and this guide aims to incorporate reviews on contemporary furniture and product design focusing on the best shops in london glasgow edinburgh
brighton and many more subjects covered include bathrooms kitchens storage lighting and heating as well as flooring and wall coverings it is packed with information and profiles of over 100 shops and designers the field of professional academic and vocational qualifications is ever changing the new edition of this highly successful and practical guide provides thorough information on all developments fully indexed it includes details on all university awards and over 200 career fields their professional and accrediting bodies levels of membership and qualifications it acts as an one stop guide for careers advisors students and parents and will also enable human resource managers to verify the qualifications of potential employees for several years the british design scene has been a powerhouse of creativity and the british council has now launched an exhibition which will tour continental europe to celebrate young british design this catalogue documents the very latest in part unpublished work of 40 designers ranging from famous names like tom dixon jasper morrison john galliano peter saville and tomato to up and coming british talent the book includes furniture fashion jewellery and graphic design in addition to electronic media designed by august media ltd in london where stephen coates is art director the book is an attractive object in itself surveys the history style and design of furniture from ancient times to the present presented with more than six hundred photographs and drawings

Pictorial Dictionary of British 18th Century Furniture Design: the Printed Sources 1990

focusing on design ingenuity modern british furniture pinpoints the most inventive british designers and companies from 1945 to the present from early postwar pioneers such as ernest race robin day and robert heritage to iconoclastic figures such as peter murdoch william plunkett and max clendinning to today's global superstars led by tom dixon ron arad and jasper morrison exploring the free spirited and resourceful character of british design this is a story of entrepreneurs who spearheaded their own companies lucian ercolani at ercol terence conran at habitat and rodney
kinsman at omk among others and the creative alliances between impassioned individuals and enlightened manufacturers such as frank guille at kandya the book also looks at collaborations with international companies and foreignborn designers such as el ultimo grito who have adopted the uk as their base and injected further variety and spice into british furniture design

Modern British Furniture 2013-11-19

this book contains classic material dating back to the 1900s and before the content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to a modern audience

The Age of the Cabinet Maker in British Furniture Design 2012

includes biographies of designers and information on design tools

British Furniture Makers 1945

in july 1941 the british government banned the independent design and manufacture of furniture for the next 10 years the only furniture produced in the uk was designed by the utility furniture advisory committee this study examines the ideas underpinning utility furniture placing it in the context of ideologies and design movements before and after the period
bold british design sees the tastemakers at the epicenter of british interior design share their exclusive advice and inspiration for achieving a bold interior inspiring you to create your own original fearless home environment designers the world over are increasingly looking to british designers to combine heritage and history with wit and attitude interiors editor emilio pimentel reid and photographer sarah hogan have gained exclusive access to the studios homes mood boards and archives of twenty top british creatives with the interiors creating a visual conversation through the rooms of the houses the authors reveal the history craftsmanship key elements and inspiration necessary for creating a modern personal and stylish interior featuring the workspaces and relaxed family homes of artists including furniture designer sebastian cox ceramicist hitomi hisono the celebrated mini moderns team and antiques dealer guy tobin bold british design shows how a new generation is breaking new ground in interior style and decor

Pictorial Dictionary of British 19th Century Furniture Design 1977

furniture from british india and ceylon is divided into two sections the introductory chapters provide contextual background and discuss subjects such as the british response to things indian the domestic interior and factors which shaped its appearance and the sources of furniture amin jaffer provides a reconstruction of the complex furniture trade between east and west offering new insights into the relationship between european chinese and indian craftsmen which shed light on the difficulty of correctly attributing colonial furniture the second section is an extensive catalogue of two hundred pieces from the collections of the
Victoria and Albert Museum and the Peabody Essex Museum; each piece of furniture is illustrated often with more than one view and contextual illustrations including many unusual and evocative images of domestic interiors and craftsmen at work are provided throughout the book.

**Home Front Furniture 1991**

From the birth of modern furniture to the furniture of the pop culture of 1985 a great resource of mid century furniture and interiors.

**Pictorial Dictionary of British 18th Century Furniture Design; the Printed Sources 1996**

British furniture 1820 to 1920 the luxury market is the major work in its field a stunning achievement and a landmark publication the first book to properly assess the work of British furniture makers through the 19th century among them great names such as Gillows, Maples, Hollands and Morris Co in over 600 pages all lavishly illustrated the author creates the new and definitive work on this subject Christopher Payne a former director of Sotheby's is an independent furniture historian and well known author who has appeared on the BBC Antiques Roadshow for over 30 years British furniture 1820 to 1920 is the first book on the subject for several decades and the only book ever published to span the century from 1820 through to 1920 it creates a continuum to underline the importance of the late recency style favoured by George IV moving through to the first two decades of the 20th century with a host of ever changing styles and fashions Payne illustrates the importance of the revival styles and copies a fundamental part of the furniture trade that has often previously been ignored many of the makers names are
familiar to furniture collectors such as Gillows Hollands Collinson Lock Morris Co and Maples however the importance of others such as Baldock Blake Trollope Hindley Wilkinson Hamptons or Lenyon Morant as well as a host of provincial makers is explained. British furniture, 1820 to 1920, the luxury market is a landmark publication and arguably the first book to properly assess British furniture design through the whole of the Victorian era. It goes further than any book has attempted before by filling in important research particular for the latter half of the century. It shows that what is often termed simply and once pejoratively as Victorian is often of an earlier date commencing in the revered Regency period of the 1820s. Christopher Payne considers each decade, adding important new research and building a huge archive of text and images. The book contains in excess of 1000 color photographs and also an important compendium of makers names and details.

Bold British Design 2020-06-02

This is an inspired concept. It is the brainchild of an incurably inquisitive historian whose totally

Furniture from British India and Ceylon 2001

Furniture design is a comprehensive guide and resource for students and furniture designers as well as discussing pioneering contemporary and historical designs. It also provides substantive answers to designers questions about function, materials, manufacture, and sustainability. Integrating guidance on all of these subjects, particularly material and manufacturing properties, in one accessible and structured volume many
leading contemporary furniture designers from around the world are included with case studies carefully selected to highlight the importance of both material and manufacture led design processes the book is also intended to provide an insight into furniture design for those considering a college education in product and industrial design

**Furniture 1986**

british traditions and interior design gives readers an insight into the lifestyle and culture of the inhabitants of the british isles it takes the readers to historical palaces mansions manor houses and appartments both in the country and in cities

**British Furniture 1820 to 1920 2022-06-13**

celebrating the best design in britain this landmark book highlights the range of british creativity since the london olympics of 1948 drawing on more than 350 of the finest examples of british art architecture photography fashion textiles furniture graphic design video games and product design british design from 1948 is a comprehensive survey of more than 60 years of british ingenuity jacket

**Design in British Industry 1953**

this book examines the furniture of newfoundland labrador outports as a means for exploring regional culture it begins with discussion of the influence of british irish regional furniture models on newfoundland
outport furniture design then describes furniture produced in local workshops and by residents who were handy with woodworking. This is followed by chapters that review the furniture work of seven makers. The final chapters describe furniture and other items produced for the outport house, the kitchen, the parlour, dining room and the bedroom.

**The Intelligent Layman's Book of British Furniture 1600-2000 2005**

Rodney Kinsman has been described as the leading British furniture designer of his generation. This book analyzes Kinsman's design from the early 1960s when he first emerged from art school to the present. It also offers a portrait of an entrepreneur.

**The Story of English Furniture 1982**

Employing numerous examples of classic British design, designing modern Britain delves into the history of British design culture and thereby tracks the evolution of the British national identity.

**Furniture Design 2013-10-01**

In a single volume, the new edition of this guide gives comprehensive coverage of the developments within the fast-changing field of professional, academic, and vocational qualifications. Career fields, their professional and accrediting bodies, levels of membership, and qualifications, and is a one-stop guide for careers advisors, students, and
parents it should also enable human resource managers to verify the qualifications of potential employees
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the field of furniture history is remarkable for its open and ready sharing of information and advice this stems from the generous approach of some of the subject s pioneers notably edward joy and is fostered by the vision and scholarship of peter thornton and his gifted team in the department of furniture and woodwork at the victoria and albert museum

British Tradition and Interior Design 2001

everything around us is designed and the word design has become part of our everyday experience but how much do we know about it fifty chairs that changed the world imparts that knowledge listing the top 50 chairs that have made a substantial impact in the world of british design today from thonet s 1870 side chair to konstantin grcic s chair one each entry offers a short appraisal to explore what has made their iconic status and the designers that give them a special place in design history

British Design from 1948 2012-05-01

foundations of interior design 3rd edition offers a thorough update to this introduction to the creative technical and business aspects of the interior design profession by surveying design history the elements and principles of design professional practice and more susan slotkis
provides a practical and comprehensive overview this new edition provides a wide range of examples of design in different styles and applications projects and applications designed by both individuals and as collaborative efforts locally and globally are featured from rural america to modern dubai the contribution of many interior designers those who work independently or as part of large firms is demonstrated in the choice of illustrations and case studies they represent a balance of small and large simple and complex and residential and contract from throughout the united states and abroad foundations of interior design studio study smarter with self quizzes featuring scored results and personalized study tips review concepts with flashcards of terms and definitions

The Dynamics of Outport Furniture Design
2002

a reference work on furniture makers active in england between 1660 and 1840 it lists makers in alphabetical order recording biographical details commissions and information about signed or documented pieces together with full supporting references

British Furniture To-day 1951

eleanor herring s unique study of street furniture in post war britain considers how objects which are now familiar parts of our urban environment were designed to populate public spaces herring explores the design of lampposts post boxes parking meters and signage in the context of a government backed by various bodies keen to propagate good modern design in a britain whose towns and cities had been laid
waste by bombing and the privations of war she also considers the innate conservatism of local communities and councils wary of a standardised street design imposed from above she traces how the design of street furniture became the site of a fierce struggle which exposed deep seated anxieties about class taste and power herring s original research draws on archival material and on interviews with leading figures in urban design including graphic designer margaret calvert and industrial designer kenneth grange

The British Furniture Industry 1976

fashion changes at a rate of knots and this guide aims to incorporate reviews on contemporary furniture and product design focusing on the best shops in london glasgow edinburgh brighton and many more subjects covered include bathrooms kitchens storage lighting and heating as well as flooring and wall coverings it is packed with information and profiles of over 100 shops and designers

Rodney Kinsman 1992

the field of professional academic and vocational qualifications is ever changing the new edition of this highly successful and practical guide provides thorough information on all developments fully indexed it includes details on all university awards and over 200 career fields their professional and accrediting bodies levels of membership and qualifications it acts as an one stop guide for careers advisors students and parents and will also enable human resource managers to verify the qualifications of potential employees
British Furniture 1988

for several years the british design scene has been a powerhouse of creativity and the british council has now launched an exhibition which will tour continental europe to celebrate young british design this catalogue documents the very latest in part unpublished work of 40 designers ranging from famous names like tom dixon jasper morrison john galliano peter saville and tomato to up and coming british talent the book includes furniture fashion jewellery and graphic design in addition to electronic media designed by august media ltd in london where stephen coates is art director the book is an attractive object in itself

Furniture Today 1995

surveys the history style and design of furniture from ancient times to the present presented with more than six hundred photographs and drawings

Designing Modern Britain 2007-10

British Qualifications 2004
British Furniture, 1880-1915 1978

Design in British Industry 1955

A New Design for Living 1982

Fifty Chairs that Changed the World 2009-10-05

Foundations of Interior Design 2017-02-09

Dictionary of English Furniture Makers, 1660-1840 1986
Design UK 2001

British Qualifications 2006

Routes 1994*

Lost & Found 1999

Laboratory Furniture and Fittings 1991

The History of Furniture 1999
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